
Eden Primary Medium Term Planning  

Anafim (Year 3) 

Autumn 2, 2015: 6 weeks 

Stones and Bones 

Overview and Rationale: 

In this topic children will learn about the wealth of clues under the ground that help us to 

learn about ancient history. They will learn about different types of rocks, stones and basic 

fossils and what we can learn from these about how animals have evolved and changed and 

also about what life would have been like during these times. We will be looking at how 

they are used by today’s archaeologists. This will link with a study of dinosaurs. We will be 

looking at different types of dinosaurs and how you can tell if they are herbivores or 

carnivores. We will be using non-fiction and fiction books to gain a broad knowledge of the 

topic enabling the writing of both fiction and non-fiction around this topic. Once we have 

covered the dinosaurs we will then time travel to the Stone Age. Here we will be considering 

how archaeological evidence helps us to learn about the Stone Age. We will be finding out 

about their way of life and how it differs to ours and also what has stayed the same. We will 

be looking at their culture and dress and considering the important part the Stone Age has 

played in Modern UK. We will be working on making our own cave patterns which will 

depict our own lives and also the lives of people during this time. We will be taking part in 

an archaeological dig at the Museum of London Archive Centre where the children will get a 

hands on experience of what it would be like to use evidence from this time to discover 

what life would have been like. The aim of the topic is for children to get a deeper 

understanding of the life during this time and how people today discover what it was like. It 

is also important for them to see the impact that these people play in making the UK what it 

is today. We will also consider what was going on in the Jewish world during this time and 

what we can learn and discover from this.   

Project Launch: 

A new dinosaur has been discovered in Coldfall Woods 

Culminating Projects: 

Creation of own Stone Age animation with own Stone Age story 

 

 

 



Cross Curricular Thematic Learning 

Area of 
Curriculum 

Content and Knowledge Skills  

English 
 

Explanation texts – Dinosaurs Read explanations as a whole class, 
in groups and individually 
Comment on a range of explanatory 
texts, focusing on how easy they are 
to understand  
Create diagrams such as flow charts 
to summarise or make notes of 
Group relevant ideas together 
In formal presentations, explain 

processes orally using notes 

Play scripts – The Flintones Expressing time, place and cause 
using 
Using conjunctions [for example, 
when, before, after, while, so, 
because], 
Using adverbs [for example, then, 
next, soon, therefore], or 
Using prepositions [for example, 
before, after, during, in, because of] 
Write Play script using correct 
structure 
Link to book and topic 

Character and scene descriptions – Stone 

Age Boy 

Use of adjectives and adverbs 
Paragraphing 
Creating image for the reader using 

good vocabulary  

Science Rocks and Fossils •compare and group together 
different kinds of rocks on the basis 
of their appearance and simple 
physical properties 
•describe in simple terms how fossils 
are formed when things that have 
lived are trapped within rock 
•recognise that soils are made from 
rocks and organic matter 

Jewish 
Education 

Jewish people/Israel and the Stone Age  Bronze Age – Abraham and 
Caananite period 
Iron Age – Israelites and figures 
during this key time. Stretching from 
Joshua‘s conquest of the land 
through the destruction of the First 
Temple.  

 Chanukah  I can consider the Historical origins 
of the Chanukah Narrative and how 
this links to light 
Making kosher chanukiot  



Leading blessings, brachot, Maoz 
Tzur, songs, special foods 
designing own driedel games 
An understanding of communal  
Chanukah traditions 
Understanding the difference 
between Hillel and Shammai order 
of lighting candles 
Taking part in Chanukah candle 
lighting within our community 

Religious 
Education 

Stone Age religion Using cave paintings and art – what 
do we think the Stone Age people 
would have believed in?   
Bronze Age – religion in Britain 
during this time 
Comparing their religious beliefs 
with Jewish beliefs  

 Festivals of light I know which other religions 
celebrate festivals of light 
I understand why and how light is 
important in other religions 
I know the key customs and beliefs 
around these important festivals 

History Changes in Britain from the Stone Age to 

the Iron Age 

 late Neolithic hunter-
gatherers and early farmers, 
for example, Skara Brae 

 Bronze Age religion, 
technology and travel, for 
example, Stonehenge 

 Iron Age hill forts: tribal 
kingdoms, farming, art and 
culture 

 Stone Age Britain  Settlers and Skara Brae 

 Stone Age food and culture 

 Stone Age religion 

 Stone Age animals and 
hunting 

 Stone Age homes and 
buildings 

 The different periods within 
the Stone Age and the 
differences between them as 
people developed 

Music Composing own Stone Age music  Stone age instruments 

 Creating a beat 

 Recording music 

 Performing own 
compositions 

Computing Using the internet to find out about 
Different animals for a report 

I can use ICT to research and extend 
my understanding 



 
Stone Age animations 

 
 

 
Using the iPads and different 
programmes to create an animation 

 

Subject Based Learning 

Area of 
Curriculum 

Content and knowledge Skills 

Phonics Rules for adding suffixes: 
- un 
- dis 
- mis 
- in 
- re  

Spelling words ending with  ‘g’ sound but 

spelt – gue and k sounds spelt with a que 

I can use suffixes 
 
I can use what I do in phonics in my 
own writing 
I can learn my spellings and then 

use them in my own writing 

Guided Reading Guided Reading Groups developing skills: 
comprehension and fast and fluent 
decoding, extended reading over longer 
texts, responding in writing 
Class stories, simple chapter books over 

time read aloud 

Key Skill – prediction 
- What will the author 
discuss next? 
- What do you know that 
helps you to predict the next part of 
the text? 
- Are there any clues in titles 
or headings? 
- Are there any questions in 

the text that give you a clue? 

Handwriting Weekly whole class and small group 

handwriting lesson following Penpals 

scheme 

Carrying on work on joining letters 

to make words and using this in our 

own writing. 

Spelling Weekly Spelling challenge on a Friday  
 

Children to have own word book for 
use of unfamiliar and new words / 
own dictionary and for their weekly 
spellings. 
5 words to be given by Fran from 

the National Curriculum / Topic 

words. 5 words children to select 

from their book that they have 

mispelt 

Maths All these key objectives will be met 

through the daily numeracy lesson 

• identify, represent and 
estimate numbers using different 
representations 
• find 10 or 100 more or less 
than a given number; recognise the 
place value of each digit in a three-
digit number (hundreds, tens, ones) 
• compare and order 
numbers up to 1000 



• read and write numbers up 
to 1000 in numerals and in words 
• solve number problems and 
practical problems involving these 
ideas 
• count from 0 in multiples of 
50 and 100 
• identify, represent and 
estimate numbers using different 
representations 
• find 1000 more or less than 
a given number; recognise the place 
value of each digit in a four-digit 
number (thousands, hundreds, 
tens, and ones) 
• order and compare 
numbers beyond 1000 
• round any number to the 
nearest 10, 100 or 1000 
• solve number and practical 
problems that involve all of the 
above and with increasingly large 
positive numbers 
• add and subtract numbers 
mentally, including: a three-digit 
number and ones; a three-digit 
number and tens; a three-digit 
number and hundreds 
• add and subtract numbers 
with up to three digits, using formal 
written methods of columnar 
addition and subtraction 
• estimate the answer to a 
calculation and use inverse 
operations to check answers 
• solve problems, including 
missing number problems, using 
number facts, place value, and 
more complex addition and 
subtraction 

Jewish 
Education 

Tzedakah: giving charity, what is a 
mitzvah-commandment, good deed, 
Mitzvah Day activities 
 

Mizvah day Continuing with our 
year Tzedakah work 
Fundraising and visiting 

Prayer/Tefillah Daily parts of Shacharit 
Twice weekly looking more closely at 
particular prayers 
Being able to read and understand the 
prayers 
 

Countinuing with 2nd paragraph of 
shema and first 2 paragraphs of 
Amidah. 
More of Hallel will be learnt every 
Rosh Chodesh 
Beginning to learn ‘Anim Zamirot’ 

PSED/SRE Weekly circle time  Talking about concerns 



 Discussing our feelings 

 Listening to one another 

PE Continuing with sports coach 
 

Gymnastics, dance and movement 

(Wednesday)  

 Working on a different skill 

leading up to playing a 

sport linked to this skill 

 


